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Introduction

Grass Valley Menu Panel and Fanless PC

The Grass Valley, a Belden Brand, Karrera Video Production Center menu system is an integral part of each Karrera control surface and essen-
tial for creating, saving and loading configurations. Where the physical panel surface is always limited by the number of buttons and knobs, the 
menu has full in-depth access to every aspect of the switcher’s functionality.

The Karrera Menu System is a Windows application running on Windows 7 or Windows XP. There are three options for running the Karrera 
Menu System:

1) Using the Grass Valley Menu Panel and fanless PC (KRR-PNL-MENU -SET)

2) Using a user- furnished PC (no additional Grass Valley options required)

3) Using the Karrera Soft Panel (KSP) and keyboard with a user-furnished PC (KSP-LIC-1ME-GUI)

This application note describes these three options.

For demanding professional environments, Grass Valley offers the KRR-PNL-MENU-SET which consists of two main parts:

• KRR-PNL-MENU: a touchscreen menu panel and power supply brick, together with a robust swing-arm mount 

• KRR-MENU-CPU: a fanless PC (a 64-bit Intel Core 2 Duo running at 2.4 GHz on Windows 7) which mounts using a special bracket onto the 
swivel-arm behind the touchscreen menu panel. This computer may be independently powered, but is usually cabled to the main Karrera 
panel to take its power from the redundant power supplies

The Karrera menu application is optimized to run on the 1280x768 15.1" touchscreen. Most importantly, the menu panel has five knobs that are 
useful for fast and precise control of video settings. The Karrera Menu System provides power and responsiveness to the user.

A n integral part of the Karrera Video Production Center control surface, the Karrera Menu System has full, in-depth access to every aspect 
of the switcher’s functionality.
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Grass Valley Menu-On-PC

Karrera Soft Panel (KSP) Application and Keyboard

The Karrera Menu System application used by the Menu Panel 
described above can be used on user-furnished equipment. At 
no extra charge, and without requiring any additional licensing, 
users can take the Karrera Menu System application, which is 
included in the standard Karrera software distribution, and install 
it on the PC of their choice, running Windows 7 32-bit or 64-bit 
or Windows XP. 

The Karrera Menu System application is resizable, and can run 
on any sized screen–however, we recommend a minimum res-
olution of 1280x768 which is the natural size of the application. 
Although the Menu-On-PC can run on a wide variety of PC plat-
forms, we recommend using an Intel Core 2 Duo or better.

The KSP is a 1 M/E Soft Panel which provides direct control of switching 
crosspoints, recalling effects and macros together with an integrated ver-
sion of the Karrera Menu System. The KSP can be used as an adjunct to a 
main panel, providing a second seat (second control surface) in a Suite, or 
as the only control surface for a second Suite. 

The KSP is designed to run on a PC platform. Having a touchscreen is 
optional, but very useful. However, the screen must have a 1920x1080 res-
olution or better, since the KSP does not resize, and is tailored for that res-
olution (which is common in professional video environments). Once again, 
we recommend an Intel Core 2 Duo with 2 GB RAM or better.

A KSP license (KSP-LIC-1ME-GUI) allows unlimited installations of the 
KSP application to run on different PCs. Also included is a custom USB 
PC keyboard for users who want that rapid touch control of transitions 
and effects. Additional keyboards can be ordered separately (KSP-PNL-
1ME-KBD).
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